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What is Pléiades Neo? 
Since 2021, Airbus Intelligence has been reshaping Earth observation-based services with the launch of Pléiades Neo.
Pléiades Neo is our most advanced, highest-resolution optical constellation, featuring two identical 30cm resolution satellites with ultimate reactivity. Entirely funded, manufactured, owned and operated by Airbus, Pléiades Neo marks a groundbreaking achievement in the field of Earth observation. Thanks to these state-of-the-art satellites, we have optimised each step of the imagery acquisition and delivery cycle in order to offer you the best top-level Earth observation services now and going forward for decades to come.
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Features
	2 identical satellites with our highest 30cm resolution
	Daily revisit, anywhere 
	Acquisition capacity of 1 million km² per day
	Location accuracy: 3.5m CE90




Did you know ?

Pléiades Neo satellites are entirely funded, designed, manufactured, owned and operated by Airbus. Nearly 1,000 people at Airbus were involved in their development and they are 75% made from innovation.





Advanced Products
High-end products available in the Pléiades Neo portfolio
Learn more
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Your advantages with Pléiades Neo
The best of very high-resolution optical satellite imagery



Accuracy
Highest commercial satellite resolution combined with the most accurate geolocation



Reactivity
Ultimate reactivity for last-minute tasking requests and rapid delivery



Acquisition
Improved weather forecasting for better acquisition success rate



Advanced analytics
Enables the generation of analytics for automatic detection and object identification, as well as fulfilling massive intelligence needs






Who Pléiades Neo can support?
Pléiades Neo serves multiple industries worldwide
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Defence
Whether for geospatial intelligence analysis or critical mission planning








Maritime
Deep blue band enhances monitoring, detection and identification for quicker action








Agriculture
Enhance the identification of irrigation problems, directed scouting, tree counts and vegetation monitoring








Urban Mapping
Location accuracy, 3D capacity and monitoring provide a deeper understanding of a region, leading to improved city planning, sustainability and citizens’ quality of life












Pléiades Neo: A new era for geospatial applications

Pléiades Neo provides users with 30cm native resolution satellite imagery, including reactive tasking capabilities and intraday revisit over any point on Earth. Our exquisite-class system offers a high geolocation accuracy and deeper spectral band information, allowing more insights to be derived for various applications.




Want to speak with sales?
Our sales team will be happy to provide you with more information about Pléiades Neo and how it can meet your business needs


Contact us
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Our services are recommended by industry experts just like you
See all testimonials



Satelytics’ goal is nearly immediate results. Airbus is unique in that they have ironed out a pathway to get us the data very quickly… and offers high-resolution data in the spectral bands we need.


Jay Almlie
Chief Marketing Officer
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Pléiades Neo is supporting our ambitions to best satisfy the increased high demand of our clients, especially in the Defence and Security domain


Sebastian Carl
CEO of GAF AG
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The addition of Pléiades Neo to the Airbus constellation is definitely something to look forward to. Being a value added distributor of Airbus imagery and products since 1994 and being the first to introduce SPOT imagery in Egypt, GEOMAP is thrilled with the new addition of the most advanced optical satellite to this legendary constellation. Our market in the Middle East is eager to see the latest of the Pléiades series with 30cm resolution which is the highest resolution available commercially so GEOMAP is incredibly excited to be able to offer Pléiades Neo imagery to our customers soon.


Tarek Badawy
CTO of Geomap
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Pléiades Neo data is true 30cm resolution imagery at its best, displaying vibrant colors and crisp lines. We're excited for the future of the Pléiades Neo constellation and the high-quality imagery it provides


Brock Adam McCarty
 Apollo Mapping
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Pléiades Neo in action
Browse our case studies

See all
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Forestry and Environment
Pléiades Neo

Detection of Hedges using Pléiades and Pléiades Neo
Detection of Hedges using Pléiades and Pléiades Neo

Read more
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Agriculture
Pléiades Neo

Detection of Vine Rows using Pléiades Neo Imagery
Understanding the inter and intra-plot heterogeneity of vineyards is a crucial issue in ensuring the stability of wine production and income.

Read more
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Land Administration and Mapping
Pléiades Neo

Precision Mapping of Urban Vegetation using Pléiades Neo Imagery
In 2022, Airbus Defence & Space Intelligence launched the Pléiades Neo Challenge, a call for projects offering free access to Pléiades Neo imagery.

Read more




Explore more possibilities
Browse all our documentation about Pléiades Neo
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Get started
	Getting started with Pléiades Neo imagery
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Related services
Discover other services to suit your business needs
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How to order imagery and data
Discover the OneAtlas platform: easily order satellite Imagery, Data and Analytics
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One Tasking
Efficient satellite tasking solutions when you need it
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Reference Layers
Enhancing your data with our highly precise range of geometric information






